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Business men will find it for their
interest to advertise in the Christian
Spiritualist for obvious reasons :—i.
It is taken for most part by persons
who preserve it; who take a pride in
lending it; by not a few who bind it.
2. —The bulk of our readers belong to
the class who are neither poor nor rich
—the most reliable of all customers.
3. —Our paper is not crowded with
advertisements. We publish but a few■
and this makes them conspicuous. 4.
—Our charges are reasonable.
----------------+----------------

A WORD TO THE WISE.
have received from Mr. J. fa. Lowe, 6, Chet'vynd Road, Kentish Town, London, N.W., a
|Ong and interesting account of a sitting held at
bis house on Sunday evening, September 8th;
but partly because he has not given us the
Uanies and addresses of the persons present,*
who are referred to as having taken part in the
Proceedings, and, partly because of some of the
Peculiarities of form in which the communica
tions were made (we'refer to spherical figures
drawn by the hand of the medium) we cannot
insert the account. The spirits of h ewton,
Panmer, the Venerable Bede, Michael Angelo,
J;olumbus, Pope Adrian 4th, the Earl of Surrey,
Smilla, Milton, Shakespeare, Mary Sarah
x'ullarton, and Dante (we give the names in the
°'der in which they appear in Mr. Lowe’s
account), are said to have been present: in
8ee our Standing Notices, No. I.

Price 2d.

addition to whom there were Mr. Lowe’s father,
his father’s cousin, his mother’s sister, and his
own cousin. The communications appeared to
come chiefly from Sir Isaac Newton. Perhaps
some of our London friends and readers would
call upon Mr. Lowe, who, we doubt not, would
gladly show. The communications, which he tells
us “he has arranged and dated, writing in
pencil the questions to which the answers were
given.” Mr. Lowe adds, “ we use pen and ink
for our spirit friends, which we find the most
effective.”
The whole account is one more added to
hundreds of accounts of phenomena, which,
however truthful in themselves, could never be
appreciated by the public generally, and not
always by Spiritualists themselves. “ Seeing is
believing,” so says the proverb, and we are con
stantly reminded of its applicability to state
ments sent to ourselves and our contemporaries.
The number, always large, is daily increasing of
those who must have personal sight of these
things ere they will or can believe. We are not
defending such a state of mind, but simply
reporting a fact of which we must make the best
use we can. At the same time our own relations
with Spiritualistic phenomena are altogether unmistakeable and experimental. We know that
departed spirits show themselves to mortals:
we have seen them—we know that departed
spirits communicate (sometimes audibly, some
times by writing) with those whom they have
left behind ; we have received such communica
tions, over and over again, and in both kinds,
accompanied by tests we have applied and found
not to fail—we know that the gift of healing by
the laying on of hands is a power of to-day ;
we have healed scores by such means—finally,
we know, just as surely as we know any one fact
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of our consciousness (this fact, for example, tha
we are writing these very words on white paper,
with black ink, and a five shilling gold pen) that
Spiritualism, as such, is truer; and all the
Faradays, the Huxleys, the Tyndalls, and the
Carpenters in the world could never dispossess
our minds of that knowledge. Let such indivi
duals expose fallacies of reasoning, mis-state
ments of facts, and exhibitions of improper
spirit; above all, let them labor, “in season and
out of season,” to expose all trickery connected
with the movement of modern Spiritualism, and
they shall have all the aid we can render them
in carrying on their righteous work. But science
has not created, and will not destroy Spiritual
ism ; science is incompetent to test it, except
negatively, and had better confess that trained
powers of observation, common sense, and
honesty are all that are needed to discover the
truth of Spiritualism. Some day our scientific
teachers will come to see that even their know
ledge is extremely limited, and their tests
applicable only in certain directions and under
certain conditions; meanwhile, we who are
Spiritualists must endeavor to exist in quiet
independence of the frowns or smiles of men
of science, or indeed of anybody else who may
in their ignorance attack us, or in their impud
ence fling us the cold offerings of their freezing
politeness. We know what we know, and we
also know what we believe; and if, as Lord
Lytton somewhere says in his works, “ there is
nothing so sublime as a fact,” why Spiritualism
is among the sublime things of life, for it is
indeed a FACT which one day every opponent
will have to acknowledge and respect. “ He
that believeth shall not make haste
“ accord
ing to your faith be it unto you ”—he who
realizes the truth of these utterances will be
calm, and patient, and earnest, and practical,
and thoroughly honest in word and deed;
while he leaves times, seasons, and consequences
to Him whose creature and child he is.
+ See article on “ Definitions ” in the Christian Spiritual
ist, Vol. I, Page 17.
--------------------------

ON TRUTH: DIVINE AND HUMAN.
I have already adduced
*
reasons for believing
that assent to the same proposition does not
imply that those who assent see the same truth
in the proposition to which assent is given,
.1 have indeed, asserted (and in so asserting,
have, I hope, carried some conviction with me)
that probably no tw.o of us can by any possibility
■.see the same .truth, in the .same form of words ;
but.that jn.anyform...of.words to which we give
assent,-we.domomore. than. sceyw own .truth.
.If one man be. thus, unable .to. see in anything
* See Christian Spiritualist for August, page 114.
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the same truth that his fellow man sees, how
much more must the race of men be unable to
see in anything the same truth as God sees.
Great national energy has been recently exerted
to secure for all children an education which
shall at least embrace all that is included under
the title of the three R’s ; and yet to a Being
before whom past, present, and future are a one,
of what value will be the fact that 2 and 2 are
4—that 2,000 and 2,000 make 4,000 ? Eternity
is not reached by the casting up of time, nor
infinity by the casting up of finite quantities;
but to One who comprehends eternity and
infinity, past, present, and future (we must
suppose) are a one, and before Him all space
passes away into no space. Or, again, consider
foreknowledge. I am wholly ignorant of what
to-morrow may bring
*
forth ; I may have plans
for to-morrow which constitute a general outline
of the day I expect to spend ; but of the filling
in of that outline I scarcely waste time in con
jecture ; while the general outline itself may be
broken up and pass away as a cloud, before the
occurrence of some (to me) important and
unforseen event. How different a day must
to-morrow appear to Him who foresees all
things ?
If we go round the whole curriculum of know
ledge, we shall find everywhere the same broad
distinction between our apprehension and THE
truth—or that which is—to Him who knows
the truth.
To insist on this distinction be
tween the truth as we apprehend it and the
truth as God apprehends it, may seem very
simple and child-like ; and yet nothing appears
to me more universal than to forget all about itIf by the truth we mean that which is, or
that which God knows to be, then, if men cannot
see things as God sees, it follows that they can
never see the truth just as it is. This is a
clear deduction, and yet all men, wise and
foolish, constantly speak of some fact (as it
seems to us), or of some statement as if it was
that which is—or the truth—instead of the
fact or statement being (that which alone it can
be) a fact which appears to us a fact; or a state
ment which appears to us a true account of THE
truth. Morning after morning the sun seems
to rise in the east, and set in the west. A few
hundred years ago men learned that this is an
“ appearance,” not so near the “ human fact ” as
the statement that the sun remains stationary 111
the heavens, and the earth revolves on its own
axis. We owe to our philosophers this truer
view. To think, however, that the Creator- did
not foresee that men would thus err about the
motion of the earth and sun, and only after
centuries of existence correct their error, were
surely to think most foolishly. God must a
once have intended the human error and the
human correction, The nature of His Being
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and man’s existence must have made this division
between the first appearance to man and his
after knowledge needful; and may not a similar
division between that which first appears to man
and the after correction man makes of first
appearances, be universally a part of the Creator’s
design ? Bj growth we mean passing from more
error to less error. If, then, growth (this one
seeming specially d ivine part of our nature) be
mtended, the first and greater error must be as
much intended, as the after and lesser error. If
vJ'e suppose eternal human growth is part of the
design of God, then, we really suppose that man
is destined to live in eternal error. Nay, more
han this. Although we may be able to con
jecture (after a human fashion) what the truth
may be ■ yet the goal of truth, towards which we
chmb, and from which we are parted by eternal
error, is not the truth, but it is the appearance
of the truth to man, or (that which I must
term) Divine Human Truth.
I hat Which is, is, (and can be) in the
bowledge of God alone. That -which appears
0 us to be to-day, is our wise or foolish knowedge of the day ; and that which appears to us
0 be to-morrow, is our wise or foolish knowledge
°* die morrow. If, then, we are to “ grow” in
a regions of knowledge, the errors we are
destined to make will permeate all.
Our
metaphysical knowledge must thus be in error,
as. yed as our physical, we must err about “ free
“I,” as we see that we have erred (and unoubtedly do still in a less degree err) about the
motion of the earth and sun. “ Free will” means
a power within ourselves to be and do, within
certain limits, that which we like. We certainly
eem to ourselves possessors of this power, and
ls, therefore, equally certain that God intends
e should so seem—or intends that a sense of
Possession of this power should be “ our truth.”
e scientific philosophy of our day finds much
ult with “free will,” however, and contends
at the parentage, the education, the circumr mmes of life over which we have no control,
aea 7 determine our character, our words, our
in S ,aPl?earance to the contrary notwithstand
ing' 1
. philosophy maintains that human
li>e aad action may possibly be subject to “ law,”
c,6 , °ther things; and may this not be the
seSC • h'lay this not be the truth—as God
liv^’ lf" ?~7while the human truth in which we
witi’-an^ ’n yhich we are to remain, is that man,
th llb certain limits, is free ? In keeping clear
and dlZIS’on between that which is to God,
r , that which appears to man, does not a
onciliation dawn upon us between science and
th '?10n m the matter of free will ? If we say
SgaInan w*h be for ever unable to see as God
n es’ and
bbiong the things he thus can
sub^1 SCe *S
fact that he is a creature wholly
Ject to law (as God may well know him to be)
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do we not reconcile the freedom of man with
the absolute government of God ? Do we not
force on men the necessity of always acting with
the same perfect independence, and the same
complete sense of responsibility as that with
which they act to-day, while we yet put
absolutely all government in the Divine hands ?
When bid to act well, wisely, unselfishly, and
yet leave all issues in the hand of God, based on
what belief can we do as we are bid, except that
belief be that we are to act ar iffree, while we
yet acknowledge that God is “ all and in all ?”
We want to fix clearly in our mind that we can
never comprehend that which is. The words
“free will” and “necessity” may be the best we
can employ, but when we endeavor to arrive at
absolute Truth—or endeavor to regard things
from the aspect in which God seps them, we
should acknowledge that no words we can use,
and no thoughts we can attain, can be, now or
ever, more than a creaturely effort to climb to
His' perceptions. Again as to evil. A very
general theory is that evil has come among us in
opposition to the will of God—quite against
His intention. But need this be the case ? Are
we bound to suppose that rule over His creation
can be so wrested out of the hands of God ?—that His name can be in this matter so nominal ?
Can we not conceive that a birth throe, caused
by the experience of actual evil, is so necessary
for every creaturely race, that by a Being before
whom past, present, and future, are a one, the
appointment of this experience may simply be
seen as the act of a creative Father ?
Just as we have to admit that absolute
freedom, within certain limits is our truth ; while
positive obedience to law in all we do may be
that which is; so may we not also wisely admit
that the need of expelling evil with all our might
is our truth; while the necessity of a birth throe
amid the experiences of evil may be that
which is ? So much I say as to our truth and
The Truth ; but now for one further remark
before I close. If in searching for God we
expect to find in Him a Father and a Guide,
the above considerations should surely make us
anticipate that in any search for Him we shall
find Him approach us veiled, primarily, under
two masks (or persons—“ person®”). 1st, The
mask (or person) of The Truth — of that
which is (as far as we can comprehend that
which is) of the Father (essentially) incom
prehensible, to whom all may be law and order,
and to whom temporary evil may be the dire
necessity of creation—a spot of time, the basis
of eternity, the mask (I say) of the .Father, about
whom all our knowledge is conjecture. 2nd,
The mask (or person) of Divine Human Truth
—of the goal (in the matter of truth) toward
which man grows—the mask (or nerson) of the
Son, our Elder Brother and Guide—the way
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leading to the Father—the eye of creation—the
Light of the world—the Son, whom we may
know as we know each other ; or, even better,
because He is a fuller expression of the rounded
life of God ; the Son by whom free will is treated
as free will, evil as evil—behind Whom, con
tained in Whom, through Whom we alone
approach and read the Father. And the
expectation that when we find God we shall find
Him in these two Persons of Father and of Son,
involves the yet further expectation that we shall
find Him under a third more intimate and closer
mask than either—that of the Holy Spirit—the
power of God in our souls—the comforter, a
Power which assures us that however hard the
reconciliation of Father and of Son may be to
men, they constitute, with this very Holy Spirit,
“ One God for ever.”
HORACE FIELD, B.A.
30, Thurlow Road, Hampstead, London.
[We print this article exactly as our friend has
sent it to us. But we find ourselves differing
so much from the latter part of it, that we
must remind our readers of the few words we
appended to the first article we printed from
the pen of our friend in the Christian Spirit
ualist for February last. To those who may
care to know what we do believe on the
general subject, we may refer them to James
Martineau’s Lecture on the “ Christian view
.of Moral Evil” (Whitfield, 178, Strand).—Ed.
C.S.J.
--------- ♦---------
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theology has the right or the power to prescribe the terms
of their intercourse, or to declare that man is unable to
hear the voice of God, or that God is unable to grant the
request of prayer. We rejoice that Dr. Carpenter has
once more urged, with such freshness, perspicuity, and
force, the grand truth that the activity of God cannot be
fettered by the forms of thought which those who give
expression to them are bold enough to describe as laws.
We rejoice to think that Go.I is superior to creeds and
even to the records of His own revelations, as well as to
scientific systems ; that He is as free to reveal Himself t°
His children, as free to deal with them according to His
will, in the present day, as Fie ever was of old.”

If God “ is free to find His own ways of speak
ing His truth and will to men to-day,” why may
He not “find” and use some of the methods
known to be associated with Spiritualism ? Not
only "So, but if “ neither science nor theology has
the right nor the power to prescribe the terms of
their intercourse,” i.e., the intercourse between
God and man, how dare writers in the Inquirer,
or any other writers, speak as they so often do
contemptuously of table tipping, writing medium
ship, seances, &c., &c. ? How do they know but
that these are among some of the very means
God Himself has chosen by which to communi
cate with us? To condemn Modern Spiritualism
because it does not square with our ism, or
present itself in forms agreeable to us, is not a
particularly generous or logical act.
But
“Liberal” theologians, like “Liberal” politicians,
can be quite as illiberal as other folks, when the
temptation is strong and the opportunity 1s
present.
---------------------------

“DIVINE FREEDOM.”

AN AFRICAN CRITIQUE.

The following is part of a leading article on the
above subject, taken from The Inquirer, for
August 31. We re-produce it because the writer,
whether consciously or not, is but conceding
one of the bases upon which Spiritualism reposes.

“I am nothing, if not critical.”—Othello.
“Do not give advantage to stubborn critics.”—Troilus
and Cressida.

“The Spirit of God is free to act to-day as it was of old.
He may reveal Himself to the present generation as well as
to the past. lie who spake to Moses in the burning bush,
He who called Samuel in the darkness of the night, He
whose still, small voice spake to Elijah after earthquake,
fire, and storm, is free to find His own ways of speaking
His truth and will to men to-day. lie is not bound by the
words of creed, or prophet, or apostle in relation to His
spiritual activity, even as He is not bound in His dealings
with material things by the systems of scientific men. God
is free to reveal Himself to every nation and to every age.
T here may be times in individual and national life when
the Word of the Lord shall be precious and there shall be
no open vision (1 Sam. iii. I); but we trust there is no
time or place when the Spirit will not be ready to bear
witness with our spirit that we are the children of God
(Rom. viii. 16).
“ And if God’s spirit is ever free to speak to men, who
shall say that He is not free to hear men when they speak
to Him? Revelation and prayer are but words, which
mean God speaking to man and man to God ; and the
free intercourse of spirits, which (so far as man is con
cerned) may be stimulated and guided by Bible and creed,
is to be fettered by neither. God and man are free to
commune as Father and child; and neither science nor

In the June number of The Christian
Spiritualist, I was permitted to make a fe"'
slip-shod and casual remarks on My. Gilling
ham’s late pamphlets, The Seat of the Soul, and
Eight Days with the Spiritualists, in a region
where the Southern Cross is eclipsed by the
greater Northern Lights, but why ? it is left f°r
the philosophical to determine; as it was
conjectured all “ Wise men came from the
East,” and left the West stultified. From all
“ the skyey influences,” and the warmth and
beauty of the climate, it might be imagined that
Africa and the South were just the regions for
the Spiritualist and the Poet, and that Masseys
and Miltons would abound; but the fact proves
just the contrary, and but a slight sprinkling,
like “ Breeches Bibles,” are found, and these,
like angelic sojourns, but few and far betweenWhen, therefore, anything slightly abstract-^
much less supernal—makes its appearance, it1S
glanced at but slightly, and retires, as it were,
still-born—no particular interest being created,
and but few speculations advanced respecting
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Such, we believe, for the present, will be*
e fate of the slight, but tender and loving
rochure now before me, Heaven Opened, through
e mediumship of “ F. J. T.,” which initials—if
. e authoress prove enigmatical—may safely be
lnforpreted as Faithful, Just, and True.
This is the “ Second Part ” of a former
Pamphlet bearing the same title, but which was
endered more important and influential, having
e advantage of a preface to launch it on the
^certain waters of criticism by Mrs. de
<( organ. Long, long ago, the “ Heavens” were
°Pened” by Swedenborg—the grand pioneer
Celestial Scenery—and the Chart and
'Story of “ the Spirit Land,” fully, and (to all
^nowledge to the contrary) faithfully recorded
°m his lofty stand-point, and elevated con
ceptions. Since then the Royal “ Gates” have
een left “Ajar,” and various enterprising and
P'ritual novitiates have followed the footsteps
J-. tbeir great leader, and endeavored, like
octor Watts, to enlighten us as to the World to
"Wt'and its sayings and doings.
a y^-ven, as at present opened, by “F. J. T.,” is
step or two higher than the first essay, and by
ft6 r°ntro’ °f older heads, and stouter hearts,
e 'ormer being the lispings and the prattling
g children, and the latter the Wisdom and
a^f r*ence a»e’ but all the supernal messages
j e r°ln One l"am'ly grollp, and form a connectand 'k- Now it is just this family compact
u private “ round robin,” that will endear it
h 6 ruore to Pater ^FamUias and heads of
dQUve 10^S- But to fusty bachelors, the cynical,
dis*1ar,d listless, the heavens as thus
Co lJlayed will be considered as too private and
n_n. ential, and the subject too close and
Vp a?.na.^ f°r tbe full blaze of day, and public
m?. ’. ’on- ri ° sPeak plainly, and to refer
rrielc immediately to the heavenly blazon before
eck*tae vo’ce from “Spirit Land” gracefully
Sw 'rf5 many °i the thoughts and images of the
paw 181 $eer> when he comes to a climax from
jfjg0 25 to the close; and wherein his loving
anjSSaPe? broach the nature of spirit influx—
bod. 'n ^le higher life—the trinity in man of
th y, Soul, and spirit—the inward breath—and
Whe C oc^r'.ne oh degrees. And it were well,
einan,Ol',’n'ons of this complexion are said to
and 'V'’8 from spirit influences (as though novel,
to th °Ve ^le coramon) that reference be made
toll; C ^reat and original mover that set the ball
a,.„
and to render to Ceasar the things that
arcdue to him.
daii 'e'e 'S- a s^ort appendix at the close, which
Spj.s Scripture as an authority for the modern
proof reV1VaI’ ar|d Perhaps is intended as extra
<< j_j and sanction for the adoption of the title
of i]Javen.Opened,” and the power in possession
revt?? wnter to treat of the Higher Life, and
reyeal us the future.

■
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Above all, the magic chain of love and
harmony links the reader to the little pamphlet,
and whets his appetite for a longer repast—
leaving him more desirous of a fuller course, and
a prolonged sitting.
W. L. SAMMONS.
Cape Town, South Africa, July 19th, 1872.

THE SPIRITS ABROAD.
“ Your Spirits shine through you.”—Macbeth.

As those who wrote of Homer are said to have
known more than Homer knew, so there are
lady versifiers in Africa of considerable talent
and taste who can talk on spiritual subjects, and
even treat them metrically, without being con
scious that they are mediums ; or, even supposing
that they are running with the spiritual tide, or
may be classed with its most orthodox pro
fessors.
The Cape Monthly Magazine for July, 1872,
under the masterly guidance of Professor Noble
—perhaps unwittingly—gives place to a few
stanzas headed Spiritualism, signed “ W. G.,
Grahams Town ; ” and also to another effusion
with An Angel Near, as a commencement. Both
these articles are deeply impregnated with
modern spiritual ideas ; and yet it is just possible
if the graceful writers were accused of being
Spiritualists, in the usual offensive sense of the
word, they might scorn the hateful term, and
disclaim all association with it.
But we are half inclined to think the experi
ment is only a feeler, to find which way the wind
blows, or the heart beats ; and if it be received
quietly without a murmur, some further progress
will be made, and higher flights taken in the
same direction.*
W. L. SAMMONS.
Cape Town, South Africa; July 19, 1872.
*In another part of this number we re-produce the poem
entitled “Spiritualism.”
----------- 4.-----------

NARRATIVES FROM R. DALE OWEN'S
“DEBATABLE LAND.”—No. 8.
A BEAUTIFUL SPIRIT MANIFESTING HERSELF (PART 2).

(Continued from Page 136.)
Five or six weeks after the publication of a work already
referred to, in February, i860, my publisher introduced
to me a gentleman who had just returned from Ohio, and
who informed me that my book l ad attracted much
attention in that State ; adding that 1 might add to its
circulation by sending 0 copy to Mrs. B----- , then
residing in Cleveland, proprietor of a book-store and one
of the editors of a paper there. “ She takes a deep
interest in such subjects,” he said, “and is, I believe,
herself a medium.”
1 had never heard of the lady before, but I sent a copy
of the book, with a brief note asking her acceptance of it,
and soon had a reply, dated February 14.
In this letter, after some business details, the writer
expressed to me the great satisfaction with which she had
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read the chapter in “ Footfalls ” entitled “ The Change
at Death,” and added : “I am what is called a ‘ seeing
medium.’ While reading that chapter a female spirit
that I had never seen before stood by me, as if listening,
and said : ‘ I guided him in writing that; I helped to
convince him of an immortal life !”’ Then she subjoined
a personal description of the appearance—including color
of hair and eyes, complexion, etc., — which exactly
corresponded to that of Violet. She added that a Cleve
land merchant who came in at the time, and who is an
impressional medium (though not known, nor desiring to
be known, as such), said: “You have a new spirit to
visit you to-day—a lady. She says she knew a Mrs.
D----- , naming an English lady not then living ; known
to Mrs. B----- (not to the merchant), by literary reputa
tion, but never having been known to either of them
personally.”
Now Mrs. D----- was Violet’s sister. But in my reply,
which was partly on business, I neither alluded to the
personal description that had been sent to me, nor to
what had been said of Mrs. D----- . In order to make
the test as complete as possible I refrained from any
expression which might lead Mrs. B----- - to suppose that
I recognised the person who had appeared to her. I
merely added, to the business part of my letter, a few
words to the effect that ,if she could obtain the spirit’s
name, or any further particulars tending to identify her,
she would confer an obligation on me by informing me of
it.
In reply I received two letters; one dated February
27, the other April 5- Fn these were stated : first, the
baptismal name ; second, that the spirit said that Mrs..
D----- - was her sister ; third, one or two further particu
lars as to Violet : all this, accurately according to the
facts. Mrs. B—— went on to say that some other
details were added ; but these seemed to refer to matters
of so private and confidential a character that she thought
it might be best to state them personally if, in returning
to the West, I could pass through Cleveland. Being,
however, obliged to start for Europe on business in two
weeks, I asked, in reply, that she would put these on
paper, which she did in a fourth letter, dated April 20.
The particulars which she gave me had been obtained
partly by herself, partly through the mediumship of the
merchant to whom I have above referred.
When I said that the evidence in this case could never
be to others what it was to me, I but faintly shadowed
forth the truth. A portion of the wonders that opened
upon me the reader can, indeed, appreciate. I had
written a brief and purely business letter to a complete
stranger, five hundred miles away, in a town which
Violet had never seen, Where I myself (so far as I can
remember) had never been. Anything like suggestion or
thought-reading' or magnetic rapport was, under the
circumstances, out of the question. Equally so was any
knowledge, by a Cleveland editor or a Cleveland
merchant, of a lady unknown to fame, who had died
thousand’s of miles away, in another hemisphere. Yet
from these distant strangers comes to me, unasked and
as unexpected as a visit from Heaven, first, a personal
description agreeing with that of Violet and the mention
of a name which strongly indicated that she was the
person who had been communicating with them ; then
her own name ; then her relationship with Mrs. D----- :
all, without the slightest clue afforded by myself.
These things my readers may appreciate, and they
supply wonderful proofs of identity ; but when, as in Mrs.
B----- ’s last letter, various minute particulars connected
with Violet’s early life and mine—particulars unknown to
any living creature on this side the Great Boundary—
particulars indicated only, so that the writer herself could
but very partially understand their import—particulars
buried, away not in the past alone, but in hearts of which
they were the most sacred remembrances—when these
things came forth to light under the eyes of the survivor,
they were, to him, internal evidence of the continued
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existence, beyond the death-change, of human memories,
thoughts, affections—evidence such as cannot be trans
ferred to any second person : such evidence as, from its
very nature, can be received directly alone.
Here it may occur to the reader that, as all things,
spiritual as well as material, are subject to law, there
must have been some attraction or cause of election,
determiningMrs. B----- as the medium, orCleveland as the
place, whence such a communication should come to me.
No doubt. And one can see how this may have been.
Mrs. B----- has the olden gift, by I’aul called the “dis
cerning of spirits ; ” and, at the time the spirit appeared,
she was reading—with approval, it seems—a chapter on
the “ Change at Death,” into which I had thrown some
of the strongest and deepest of my religious convictions.
This seems to have been the attraction ; for it was during
the perusal of that portion of my book that Violet, for the
first time, showed herself to Mrs. B----- .
Is this explanation far-fetched ? Is it irrational to
ascribe, to so slight a cause, the spirit’s unexpected visit ?
Yet there had come to my knowledge, a year before, a
similar case, perfectly authenticated.
In October of the year 1854, my father called on Miss
A----- ■, a young lady of his acquaintance, residing near
London. Her powers as a medium, though known only
to a private circle of friends, are of the highest order. She
has habitually discerned spirits from her earliest age>
years before the modem phase of Spiritualism had come
up. Various other manifestations, also of a striking kind,
occur in her presence.
My father found her somewhat indisposed, reclining on
a sofa, engaged in reading. She laid aside her book as
he entered, and was about to rise ; but he begged her to
remain, adding that, as he had come hoping for opportu
nity of examining spiritual phenomena, he would sit down
alone at a table not far from the sofa, to ascertain if he
could obtain rappings. lie did so ; and after a time raps
were heard, though Miss A----- did not touch the table.
“ Can you perceive, ” my father asked, “ the presence
of any spirits I”
„
“ Yes,” she replied ; “ I see qpe, that of a young lady.
“ Can you tell her name.”
“No; she has never given it tome, though I have
several times seen her, as I sat reading this book ”—and
she pointed to the volume beside her—“but perhaps we
can get the name by rapping. ”
An.I, in effect, there was immediately spelled out
‘ ‘ Grace Fletcher. ”
“What!” said my father; “My old friend, Grace
Fletcher ?”
<< r
“ Who is Grace Fletcher ?” the young lady asked L ‘ A
never heard the name before.”
“ You could not have known her, for she died thirty 01
forty years ago. I knew her intimately ; and a more
beautiful character, moral and intellectual, I never met.
“ It is singular, ” said the young lady, “ that I almost
always see her spirit when I sit down to study this book ;
and only then.”
“Pity what work is it you have been studying?”
father asked. “ Dr. Thomas Brown’s Mental Philosophy;” and she
handed my father the volume.
lie took it, exclaiming : “ How strange ! What a won
derful coincidence !”
“ What is there wonderful in it ?”
My father then explained that, as he had always unde1"
stood, Dr. Brown and Miss Fletcher were deeply attached
to each other, and that their intimacy was expected to
ripen into marriage. “But she died at nineteen, 11
added, “ and I do not think pool' Brown ever got ovci it >
for he survived her three or four,years only.”
,,
Grace Fletcher who, from all I have heard of her, "'e
deserved my father’s encomium, was the 'daughter ot
talented mother, long noted in the literary circles of Ivlm
burgh, and who died some thirteen or fourteen years since,
at a very advanced age, I have ascertained through
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pVao was we^ accluakitc -I with the family that between
V Brown and Miss Fletcher there was well known to
exist, probably not a positive engagement, but certainly
so strong a mutual attachment, that their friends felt conJdent it would be a match. She died about the year
*3x6, and he in 1820.
I had the above from the young lady herself; and I
_now that-its accuracy may be strictly depended on.
ne of the recollections of my childhood is my father’s
sorrow when the unexpected news of Grace Fletcher’s
eaJh reached him.
lhe point ip this case which gives it value is, that the
young seeress had never heard Miss Fletcher’s name, nor
ad she the least idea, till my father informed her, of the
connection there hacl existed in life between the lady,
oose spirit the raps announced, and the author of the
°°k, during the perusal of which that spirit was ^ont to
Ppear. As a chance coincidence we cannot reasonably
egard it. Standing alone it is insufficient foundation for
heory. But the appearance of Violet to Mis. B----- ,
utter stranger alike to her and to me, during the
P rusal of a book of mine, is an incident of the same
?.!JS > and if such should be found to accumulate, they
if k ^Urn’s^ proof that a spirit may occasionally—though
tie rarely—look back from its next phase of life to this,
lawn down by the desire to note the effect which efforts
acte on earth, by a dear friend, to enlighten mankind,
ay> from time to time, be producing. It is a reasonable
chef that benevolent spirits, in their world, continue to
^ interest in the improvement of ours.
1 know not that, in this case, I can adduce stronger
Proof of identity than the above, but I have had additional
ts, some of which may tend to fortify the faith of my
‘^aders. (Page 348).
( To be concluded in our next.)

the CONTROVERSY ON PRAYER.
Wain arguments against the efficacy of prayer are
ery old and very obvious ; and we must say that little or
W°th
'las been abded by
infidels of to day to those
■th which our grandfathers were familiar, and which
® to us the “household words” of theological
! etnics. But we sec that many minds are greatly dis
hed by reasonings to which they have never seen the
orSWer. It perplexes thorn to be asked how the efficacy
Prayer is to be reconciled with the wisdom and goods.s
Providence and the supremacy of law. It disturbs
n c. shakes their faith when they read such a paper as Mr.
p ton’s “Statistical Inquiries into the Efficacy of
„ Ver, ’ and find one who seems to speak with authority
fiiFJ1111^ ^t prayer must be ineffective because we do not
u1-t..tbat kings live longer than other men or that
fe'Ssionary ships are safer than slavers. We trust that
ci,V„are weak enough to be startled by the insolent
ho ' nfe t0 Pray by order f°r the inmates of a certain
hrw^-!a ’ and see if they recover any faster than those of
of n'ia^
are left to the aid of science. To this kind
f , !asphemous nonsense—first used by the author of all
shjt °°C"—0U1 ^as^cr has given the answer, “Thou
Lo 1
(make, trial of, experiment upon) the
to pb’y Hod.” But the other two arguments really seem
reo|C 1S|'lrb *:‘‘e minds of men, and therefore deserve a
tes/i' •
help to quiet them. And we shall do our
°ursef S,lmk'y S‘v’nE the answer that long ago satisfied

Matl'Sb ^.e. whole question is beyond tiie reach of logic.
ev-, lematicians know that the most obvious and sclflOri,
Pt0P0;'ltion of arithmetic remains true only so
CiV " l13- y°u ^cal •"'■th finite terms. Introduce into the
M’laK *'°a ohher zero or infinity, treat these as working
hpl^'bes, and two and two may cease to make four. \\'e
so r Seen ,a P*'oof to the contrary, perfectly irrefragable
Wbn?as
gocs> which rests upon this fallacy. And'
t is true in mathematics is true in logic. The infinite
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always baffles our reasonings. As parallel lines are said
to meet at an infinite distance, so incompatible proposi
tions with regard to the infinite may be logically proved.
That the Creator must foreknow what is to comethat
Ilis absolute foreknowledge implies that the thing foreseen
must happen, whatever we may wish >■ that, therefore,
we have no free will, but can only act according to a
predestined order : that, having no freedom of action, we
can incur no moral responsibility—this is a chain of
reasoning quite as cogent as that which insists that
Providence will always do what is best, whether we pray
or not, and therefore cannot be moved by our prayers
from His predetermined course ; or that all things are
ruled by law, and that prayer cannot interrupt the endless
chain of cause and effect. Yet every man knows that he
has free will, and that if he goes wrong he is guilty of a sin
he'could have avoided. No logic will ever disprove his
conscience and his consciousness. Will any logic ever
persuade him who seriously contemplates tire matter that
the Almighty is so fettered by His own laws that He
cannot answer prayer? And if He can, why should He
not? Is it not possible that the prayer itself may make
it best for us that it should be granted—e.g., that that
which, if we received it as the gift of chance, would do
us harm may be good for us if we accept it as the direct
gift of a Father in Heaven ? Is not this more probable
than that God has planted in our heart an instinct in
regard to Himself which is false and deceptive—in short,
has lied to us? What have statistics to do with the
matter ? Suppose it be true (which the statistics do not
prove) that kings do not on the average live any longer
for the formal prayers of their subjects, does that prove
that a child’s life is not spared in answer to the heartfelt,
heart-breaking entreaty of the parents ? Suppose it were
true that missionary ships were no safer than slavers—
which is not yet shown—would that prove missionary
ships were never saved from storm and tempest by the
earnest prayers of some on board ? Observe, the
question is not whether God always grants a prayer—which is the only thing that these statistical propositions
tend to disprove. What is believed on the one hand and ■
denied on the other, is that He always listens, and
sometimes grants to the asker what if unasked would not
have been granted. How would this affect statistics, or
how can statistics prove anything in regard to it ?
Mr. Galton rests chiefly, if not entirely, on statistics,
affecting life. People who pray and are prayed for, he
says, do not live longer on an average than others. But
we have good reason for thinking that this is just the
direction in which prayers may be oftenest answered
otherwise than by literal compliance. If there be a God
and a future life, which is assumed in the controversy,
death is probably oftener a blessing than not; and if man
nevertheless instinctively dreads death, which no one will
deny, it seems probable that our prayers for life are,
above all others, frequently prayers for our own hurt.
And if such prayers be not importunately and recklessly
urgent—if they be accompanied by willingness to submit
to the Divine will—it is consistent with our whole theory
of prayer that they should be refused in t.ie letter, even if
granted in some form which can only be understood
“ beyond the veil.” Indeed, is not tiie whole argument
a fallacy? Have “averages” any bearing on prayer?
Prayer is a personal matter between the soul of one man
and the Divine Mind. Can you safely reason from
averages to such a matter as this : can you form any
conclusion, from dealing with “ classes ” end with tables,
to the dealings of the Almighty with individual men and
women ? It is a familiar fact that there is such a thing
as an average of crime, of marriage, of accidents—so
many per million per annum, tiie number never varying
trader the same circumstances. It is an obvious fallacy
that crime and marriage and accident arc matters of
necessity—that, as the number of iriufders must be com
pleted, 'if A do not kill B, C tnusf, kill 1?. Yet this
fallacy, absurd as-it is, is logically quite os cogent as the
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assumption on which the whole of Mr. Gabon’s reasoning
is based—that the dealings oi God with individual prayer
must be discern ble in the averages of statisticans. We
may not be able exactly to show where the error lies ;
bat in the one case, as in the other, vze see that there is an
error.
So, again, some writers tell us that an answer to
prayer involves a miracle, whether we discern it or not—
that is to say, a material effect without a material cause,
an interruption of the foreordered course of events. But
this is only the old crux of free will and necessity over
again. If we believe in the personality of the Deity, His
will is the highest and most sufficient of all causes. Nor
is it needful that that will should act by overriding or
breaking His laws. It may act through them, as does
the will of man when he sows a crop or administers a
drug. We do not see the mode of action any more than
we see’ how the first impulse of motion was given to the
solar system, and the rule by which every one of its
members' (with a doubtful exception) moves in one
direction imposed upon it. But we may believe in both
cases that the result proves a cause, and that the nature
of the result proves a Personal Intelligence behind the
material agency, just as firmly as we believe that in both
cases the Personal Intelligence acts through material
agencies- rather than by that direct and, so to say, visible
interposition which we call a miracle. If we do not
believe this, it matters little whether we believe anything.
A man may be religious, resigned, pious, without a
knowledge of a future life, or with the dimmest notion
thereof. But a man who does not-believe that prayer is
heard and answered is practically without religion. He
may believe in a God, but it is in a God with whom he
has nothing to do, with whom he cannot communicate,
and who exercises no watchfulness over him, whose
existence, therefore, has no influence on his mind, or
heart, or life. Such a God is not the Father, but at most
the Creator ; not the Judge, but at most the Lawgiver ;
a God whose real relation with His universe is a thing of
the past, and who, for all He is to us, might have ceased
to be when once He had set the machine agoing. The
whole gulf between religion and practical atheism lies in
the question we have discussed, and that is our justifica
tion for discussing it at all in this place.—The Standard,
August 24, 1872.
--------- 4.---------

MIRACLES: THEN AND NOW.
THEN as to the miraculous part of Jesus Christ’s life.
There are the miracles. What are we to think of Jesus
Christ’s miracles? Well^ they are simply questions of
historical evidence. You know a great many educated
men think that the miracles were no miracles at all ; that
they either never took place at all, or that they did not
take place as they are reported to have taken place ; in
fact, a great many thoughtful persons in their hearts
accept the moral teaching of Christ, but reject the miracles.
These people probably call themselves Unitarians, or are
favored by some other appropriate nickname by their
friends. I confess, my brethren, I once thought that there
was a great deal to be said for this view of the question,
but I will not disguise from you the fact that as I have
grown more mature and weighed a greater number of
facts, I am far from being of opjnion that this view, about
the miracles of Jesus Christ is the correct view, viz., that
they never happened at all. Observe a distinction, which
is not a very abstruse one, though it will require some
attention. If you mean by a miracle some extraordinary
event which happens without any adequate causes, or any
causes at all, then I say I do not believe in the possibility
of any miracle. But if you mean by a miracle a certain
unusual Occurrence which takes place without any apparent
cause—that is to say, that you cannot point out the cause
of it—then I say I think a belief in that kind of miracle is
a very rational belief. Then, granting the possibility of
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miracle in that sense, the only point will be, did such and
such an alleged miracle take place, and that of course is
simply a question of evidence. The evidence for some of
the miracles—the Resurrection, for instance, is as good as
the evidence for most other events which we accept as
historical. It is difficult to imagine how it could have
been much stronger, at the same time it is naturally
insufficient to convince those who admit that no evidence in
the world would convince them of such a fact. The same
remark may be made of other miracles. The strongest
evidence on certain subjects leaves certain persons where it
found them—incredulous. It is, however, just worth while
to observe that there has been no age in history when we do
not find well-authenticated accounts of alleged miraculous
or unaccounted for events having taken place. The best
men of the day were unable to explain the agencies at
work. These agencies were therefore naturally called
miraculous. Such occurrences were not confined to
Christ’s time, nor to Christ.
Indeed there was a time when no important event in
history seemed to pass without signs and wonders ; miracu
lous powers were attributed to most great men ; and many
a reformer was also a thaumaturge. And that is a simple
bit of history which people don’t like to be told, and so
the clergy as a rule don’t tell them. It is supposed that
when godless men, puffed up with the pride of learning,
talk in this way, they want, by claiming evidence for dis
puted miracles, to throw discredit upon the Christian
miracles. They may or may not. If that is their object,
I think they fail. Ail I am concerned with now is the
remarkable fact, that—if evidence, and close historical
evidence, is worth anything—unaccountable things have
happened in all ages of the world. You may explain
away a vast number of cases, but you will find a residuum
left that you cannot explain away. And if I wanted any
proof of this, I should simply say the superstition about
the miraculous, if superstition it be, is as rampant as ever
amongst us. The scientific world itself has not escaped
the taint. It is all very well for some writers to insist that
a belief in the miraculous is growing extinct—that no one
now believes this or that odd occurrence to be possible ;
that all such fancies are out of date, or can be easily
explained. Facts are unfortunately against such assertions.
Of course, when anything which cannot be at once
explained is said to have happened yesterday, the very
pame people who are abjectly credulous about what hap
pened 1,8 oo years ago, areas abjectly incredulous about
w lat is said to have happened yesterday, although the
evidence for yesterday’s event is twice as good as any
evidence for events 1,800 years ago can possibly be.
In some circles the very rumor that Spiritualism is to
be scientifically investigated raises a hoot of indignation
throughout vast Philistine communities who pride them
selves on commonsense. Yet there has never been an
age—this age least of any—when we have not heard a
great deal about the supernatural—when things have not
happened which nobody could explain ; nor can it be
maintained that the sort of explanations which the
scientific world has hitherto offered us are at all adequate
to account for the phenomena of Spiritualism. The
explanations which have been put forward sufficiently
prove the amount of imposture that is associated with the
word ‘ Spiritualistbut then we knew all that before.
We wanted the scientific men to explain the residuum
which puzzles most people who have paid any attention
to the subject ; but they prefer to discourse beside the
mark to people who are already satisfied that the whole
thing is imposturd. We will not say * They are all dumb
dogs, they cannot bark ;’ they are rather like shy horses ;
they refuse to approach the hand that is stretched out to
them, for fear of being caught.
I am propounding no theory about Spiritualism. 1
hardly know what it means, or why it is called Spiritual
ism. I merely affirm that occurrences which cannot be
confounded with conjuring tricks—seeing that. conjuror
and men of science are alike challenged to investigat
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—seeul t0 me occur> ar*d they certainly seem to me
st]H to await some adequate explanation. I will commit
Wself to no theory. I have none. I merely aspire to be
honest enough to admit what I believe—that a class of
phenomena are daily occurring in our midst which have
been explained ; and perhaps I may be allowed to
indulge in the vague hope that many hundreds of thousands
who are so far of my opinion throughout the civilised
w°^ld, are neither born fools nor confirmed lunatics,
although I regret to say that some who are believers are
lmpostors as well.
But whatever truth or untruth there my be in these
opinions, one thing is tolerably evident to my mind, and
it is this—that if you accept the Christian miracles you
cannot reject all others. You must know that the keenest
intellects of the day tell us that the evidence for many of
he mediaeval miracles is just as strong as the evidence
Upon which we receive the Christian miracles, and in
hjany cases far stronger ; therefore if you do receive the
Christian miracles, you may be led a little further than
you like, and have to accept the' miraculous in other ages
as well. On the other hand, it is open for you to reject
the miracles, all miracles whatever, as a priori impossi
bilities in any sense. Personally, as to many questions in
and out of the Bible connected with the miraculous, I
Prefer to hold my mind in a state of suspense ; for in these
hays thought is so rapid and many-sided, that a man is
hnwise who pretends to make up his mind about every
thing upon which he is called to give an opinion. When
1 know very little about a thing, I say I know very little
ubout it; and when I am in doubt about things which are
being fiercely discussed upon other platforms, I say I am
m doubt about them ; and wheiul know nothing at all
al)out them, I say so.
Of course this makes my teaching, such as it is, very
^satisfactory to those who want to know all about everyning. There are numbers of clergymen in every sect and
Party who can supply that information, but I do not pro. es* to be one of them. There are, perhaps, few who
really prefer “ the malady of thought” to “the deep
s umber of a decided opinion.” Yet I will cast in my lot
these.—Thoughts for the Times, by the Rev. II. R.
Uawcis, M.A. (London : H. S. King & Co.)
----------- 4.-----------

A SPECIAL PROVIDENCE.
_

BY JANE SCARBOROUGH.

blue wreaths of the Indian Summer haze were lying
n darker and lighter folds over the softly undulating
alleys and green and sloping hills of Kentucky, one soft
lnuy day in October, 1869. Through the wide-open
°Or of my little white-washed shanty of a school-house,
S earned a brighter picture of hill and valley, sky and
inaJer’ held and wood, than was ever put on canvas. But
stead of making me patient with the dusky and heteroof H°US mass before me,—I cannot say children, for some
b beni were thirty years old,—the outside peace and
-auty called so loudly to my over-wearied nerves as to
me irritable.
k . be week had been long and warm. The school had
th t
being dull and restless. The old white horse'
tow ^>rou^t
Northern letters from the nearest post1 , b to °ur little settlement, was alarmingly tardy. The
We • iSons die last hour of the last day of the week,
(<^e dragging their slow length along. The class in
a
bat ; c-a t, cat;” were sweating over their lesson,
and
nS tbeir teacher do the same. I was near the door,
the ’ 1 ^Car’ Was Poking out over the hills, when suddenly
tur , rP t°ne of my own voice frightened me, and I
fri rl around quickly and looked at the little soul I had
Itened even more. He was one of the smallest ch ilVerv’i,an^ certainly the dullest. A hundred times in that
“stp’ I bad told him that “c-a-t,” did not spell
felt
so’ ^iat afternoon» I was irritated when I
’ ratber than heard, the customary mistake.
.
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Startled by my own voice, 1 turned from the glance
outside, and stood transfixed—by the gingham apron the
little fellow had on ! The same,—yes, it was the same
plaid,—blue and brown, with a thread of black! Faded,
worn, dirty ; yet I could not be in the least mistaken !
My knees trembled and my heart stood still.
Yes ; dressed in an apron just like that, my poor, dear
Harry stood in the sunny gateway on our New England
hills, that July morning ; the last time he ever said,
“ Good-bye mamma !” For, the next time I saw him it
was he who was going on a long journey, and, dressed in
his new Sunday suit, instead of his dear, homely, gingham
apron, he could not even say good-bye to mamma. Ah,
me !
And yet I had been impatient, cruel, toward this poor,
benighted, bewildered soul;—this poor child whose only
apron I had just discovered was like the one I last saw
Harry in !
But it was not the thought of the sin that smote me
most forcibly then ; but the thought: How came God to
do that ? Was it He who arranged all these trivial things
so ? What made that old colored woman, in buying the
only yard of gingham she had had in six months, take
that kind? And what influence had held my eyes blind
to its likeness, through all the days of its brightness and
newness, to flash it on me in that impatient hour? Had
God seen the lesson I should need, and prepared it ? Had
Fie seen, that in those days it would be necessary for those
needy, neglected ones to be clothed, for me, in something
of the spiritual presence of the boy who, years before,
went to be taught of the angels ? And had He braided
the links of that “ electric chain ” which should thrill to
the heart of the very hour of all my life most powerful to
reprove and teach me ? Was that gingham apron a special
providence in my soul’s training?
An hour after, out on the little hills which rejoiced on
every side, I thanked Him “ who by His strength setteth
fast the mountains, being girded with power,” that the
training of my poor soul was not too inconsiderable a
matter for Him to take time and thought to devise for it
the most secret, subtle, piercing, personal providence.—
Christian Union.

THE

--------- >--------DEATH OF MOSES.

When the time came for Moses to die, the Lord called
Gabriel to him, and said : “ Go and bring the soul of my
servant Moses to Paradise.”
The angel Gabriel answered, in astonishment : “ Lord,
Lord, how can I venture to give death to that man, the
like of whom all generations of men have not seen ? ”
Then the Most High called to him Michael, and said :
“ Go and bring the soul of my servant Moses to Paradise.”
The angel Michael answered in fear : “ Lord, Lord, I
was his instructor in heavenly lore ! How can I bear
death to my pupil ? ”
Then the Most High called to him Sammael, and said :
“ Go and bring the soul of my servant Moses to Paradise.”
The angel Sammael flushed red with joy. He clothed
himself in anger and grasped his sword, and rushed down
upon the holy one. But he found him writing the incom
municable name of God, and he saw his fate shine with
divine light. Then he stood irresolute, and his sword
sank with the point to earth.
“ What seekest thou?” asked Moses.
“ I am sent to give thee death,” answered the trembling
angel. “All mortals must submit to that.”
“But not I,’? said Moses—“at least from thee. I,
consecrated from my mother’s womb, the discloser of
divine mysteries, the mouthpiece of God—I will not sur
render my soul into thy hand.”
Then Sammael flew away.
But a voice fell from heaven: “Moses, Moses, thine
hour is come 1 b
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‘ ‘ My Lord, ” answered Moses, “ give not my soul into
the hands of the Angel of Death.”
Then the Bath koi, the heavenly voice, fell again : “ Be
comforted. I myself will take thy soul, and I myself
will bury thee.”
«
Then Moses went home, and knocked at the door. His
wife, Zipporah, opened; and when she saw him, pale and
trembling, she enquired the reason.
Moses answered ; “ Give God the praise. My hour of
death is come'”
“What! must a man who has spoken with God die
like ordinary mortals f”
“ He must. Even the angels Gabriel, Michael and
Israfiel must die. God alone is eternal, and dies'not.”
Zipporah wept and swooned away.
When she recovered her senses, Moses asked : “ Where
are my children ? ”
‘1 They are put to bed, and are asleep. ”
“ Wake them up. I must bid them farewell.”
Zipporah went to the children’s bed and cried: “Arise,
poor orphans ! Arise and bid your father farewell ! for
this is his last day in this world, and the first in the world
beyond.”
The children awoke in terror, and cried : “ Alas ! who
will pity us when we are fatherless ; who will stand pro
tector on our threshold ? ”
Moses was so moved that he wept. Then God saith to
him : “ What mean these tears ? Fearest thou death, or
dost thou part reluctantly with this world ? ”
“ I fear not death, nor do I part reluctantly with this
world ; but I lament these children, who have lost their
grandfather Jethro and their uncle Aaron, and who must
now lose their father.”
“ In whom then did thy mother confide, when she cast
thee in the bulrush-ark into the water ? ”
“ In thee, O Lord.”
‘1 Who gave thee power before Pharaoh ? Who strength
ened thee with thy staff to divide the sea ? ”
“Thou, O Lord.”
“ Who led thee through the wilderness, and gave thee
bread from heaven, and opened to thee the rock of flint? ”
“Thou, O Lord.”
“Then, canst thou not trust thy orphans to me, who
am a father to the fatherless ? But go, take thy staff, and
extend it once more over the sea, and thou shalt have a
sign to strengthen thy wavering faith.”
Moses obeyed. He took the rod of God in his hand,
and he went down to the sea-beach, and he lifted the rod
over the water. Then the sea divided, and he saw in the
midst a black rock. And he went forward into the sea,
till he reached the rock ; and then a voice said to him :
“ Smite with thy staff! ” And he smote, and the rock
clave asunder, and he saw at its foundations a little cavity,
and in the cavity was a worm with a green leaf in its
mouth. The worm lifted up its voice and cried thrice :
“ Praised be God, who doth not forget me, though I, a
little worm, lie in loneliness here ! Praised be God, who
hath nourished and cherished even me ! ”
When the worm was silent, God said to Moses : “Thou
seest that I do not fail to consider and provide for a little
worm in a rock of which men know not, far in the depths
of the sea. And shall I forget thy children, who know
me ?”
Moses returned with shame to his home, comforted his
wife and children, and went alone to the mountain where
he was to die.
And when he had gone up the mountain he met three
men who were digging a grave. And he asked them :
“ For whom do you dig this grave ? ”
They answered : “ For a man who God will call to be
with him in Paradise.”
Moses asked permission to lend a hand to dig the grave
of such a holy man. When it was completed, Moses
asked : “ Have you. taken the measure of the deceased ? ”
“ No ; we have quite forgotten to do so. But he was
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of thy size. Lie down in it, and God will reward thee,
when we see if it be likely to suit.”
Moses did so.
The three men were the three angels, Michael, Gabriel,
and Sagsagel. The angel Michael had begun the grave,
the angel Gabriel had spread the white napkin for the head,
the angel Sagsagel that for the feet.
Then the angel Michael stood on one side of Moses,
the angel Gabriel on the other side, and the angel Sagsagel
at the feet, and the Majesty of God appeared above his
head.
And the Lord said to Moses : “ Close thine eyelids.
He obeyed.
Then the Lord said : “ Press thy hand upon thy heart.’
And he did so.
Then God said : “ Place thy feet in order.” He did so.
Then the Lord God addressed the spirit of Moses, and
said: “Holy soul, my daughter! For a hundred and
twenty years hast thou inhabited this undefiled body of
dust. But now thine hour is come. Come forth and
mount to Paradise ! ”
But thesoulanswered, trembling and with pain : “In this
pure and undefiled body have I spent so many years that I
have learnt to love it, and I have not the courage to desert
it.”
“ My daughter, come forth ! I will place thee in the
highest heaven, beneath the Cherubim and Seraphim who
bear up my eternal throne.”
Yet the soul doubted and quaked.
Then God bent over the face of Moses and kissed him.
And the soul leaped up in joy, and went with the kiss of
God to Paradise.
Then a sad cloud draped the heavens, and the winds
wailed : “ Who lives now»on earth to fight against sin and
error ? ”
And a voice answered: “Such a prophet never arose
before.”
And the earth lamented : “ I have lost the holy one ! ”
And Israel lamented : “We have lost the shepherd ! ”
And the angels sang: “He is come in peace to the arms
of God!”—From S. Baring-Gould’s “ Old Testament
Legends. ”
----------- --------------

POETRY,
SPIRITUALISM.
We parted, my love and I,
And he sailed over the sea ;
He was coming back to me
When the winter had passed by.
But he nevermore came back ;
The winter passed away ;.
While I waited day by day—
Came a letter edged with black.
It told me that he was dead.
'l'hen"my heart stood still with woe,
And the world was but a show,
And I cared not what was said,
And I only wished to die.
For how could I live alone,
Now my light of life had gone ?
What part in the world had I ?
I sit alone in the shade
When the sun dips over the hill,
And the trees are mute and still ;
Then I watch the daylight fade,
And I wonder if it be
That he whose soul had grown
To be a part of my own
Still watches over me.
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Some think that the spirits stay
In the place they loved the most,
And that an unseen host
Is about us night and day.
There is no stir in the air,
Yet X felt a breath on my brow ;
Love, are you near me now,—
Did you touch a curl of my hair ?
I felt it move on my cheek,
Although I had never stirred ;
And it was a sigh I heard,—
Did you try and could not speak ?
If I knew that you were here
I could better bear my pain,
Though you never came again
I should know that you were near.
Living still, and still as true
Since, where lies your mortal shell,
Living memories as well
Were not left to perish too.
Ah ! if you are near me now,
Move the curl upon my cheek,—■
If you cannot, may not speak,
Breathe again upon my brow.
No sign answers—not a breath !
Must I wait until the gate
Opens on my future fate ?
Is it life ? or is it death ?
Doth it open into light ?
Or is it blind and blank—a wall,
Shutting in, and ending all,
With an everlasting night ?
He who formed us would not give
So much hope to longing souls—
So much love that nought controls,
If He meant it not to live.
What a silence in the room !
And the air hath grown so cold,
It doth creep round and enfold
Like two arms from out the gloom.
I can feel my hair doth move,
And upon my brow and eyes
Comes a breath of faintest sighs—
Though art here, my love ! my love !
Graham's Town.
W, G.

venture io send you the following, which
occurred under the mediumship of Mr. D. D.
Home. My grandmother, who was very ill in
bed, and not likely to live, could not. be present
at our stances; so I, with Mr. Home, went up
to her room, and sat by her bed; when imme
diately the raps commenced, and spelt out,
“that her time was not yet come, she would get
well again, for her mission was not fulfilled.”
This prediction came from her husband, who
had passed away many years ago.
The spirit of my grandfather then entered
Mr. Home; he knelt by the bedside, and
poured forth the most beautiful prayer, in the
same style and language that he used when on
earth; so much so that my grandmother could
not help saying, many times, with tears of joy,
“ Praise the Lordshe also felt him distinctly
by her; the bedstead was moved some distance,
and the towel-rail as well, about two feet, no
one near it. In accordance with the message
given, my grandmother did get well, and con
tinues so to the present day, and able to testify
to these and similar things that have occurred,
both in the presence of Mr. Home and of Miss
Katie Fox.
If this short narrative be useful to you, I am
quite willing to give more.
ALICE JONES,
Enmore Park, South Norwood, London, 3.E.
[Mr. Enmore Jones has kindly sent us the
following supplementary information, with
reference to the above : “ The narrative sent
was written by one of my daughters. The
incidents took place in my house. The year
was the spring of 1870. The date my
daughter neglected to put down in her diary.
I rememberhearing the account at the time.”]
—Ed. C.S.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Christian Spiritualist.

the Editor of the Christian Spiritualist.
Sir,—J am desired by Miss Katie Fox to state that,
J’ her physical energies are unequal to the many
demands on her made by Spiritualists and non. P'ritualists, she is determined to free herself from
lmP°rtunities, and yet do what she can, by devoting
Portions of Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday every week,
during the months of October, November, and Decerne.r’. to giving opportunities for witnessing evidences of
^P'rit-power, at rooms she intends specially to take for
th»t purpose.
Miss Fox has an income of her own, but, to cover the
^ra expenses that will be incurred in carrying out ti e
dtegoing arrangement, at my suggestion she hr s
ecided to charge a fee, so as to secure the selection to
hose whose interest in spirit-life is pocket deep.
ENMORE JONES.
Enmore Park, S.E., September 18, 1872.

To the Editor of the Christian Spiritualist.
Sir,—As any really well authenticated inci
dent may be interesting to your readers, I

----------- 4------------

Dear Sir,—It is a source of great pleasure to me to
find that spirit photography isgradually on the increase, net
only in England, but in other countries, and I have just
added to my own collection half a dozen specimens, which
have been copied by Mr. Hudson from some taken (I
believe) in Austria, which are quite of a different character
from those received through his mediumship, shewing
that in this, as well as in every other phase of spiritual
phenomena, the class of manifestations are infinitely
various. In these, about on a level with the head of the
sitter, is a small cluster of clouds (varying in size), within
the centre of which is the spirit semblance. On each of
three of the photographs, is a clearly defined head, as
large as that of the sitter, but the other three have what
seem to be small pictures surrounded by the cloudy mass ;
seen through a good magnifying glass, one of those
pictures is found to be a representation of The Holy
Family. They arc very peculiar, and have a certain
interest of their own, which has made them popular with
Mr. Hudson’s visitors.
I will now continue my account of those taken by him,
and I am happy to say that the tide has no\v turned in his
favor, and I expect that when London is again full, his
stu lio will be as closely besieged as it was -when first the
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rumor of the new manifestation drew both Spiritualists and
non-Spiritualists to the Holloway Road to judge of it for
themselves ; but no one has had such opportunities of
proving its truth as myself, for in all my weekly visits, Mr.
Hudson has given me free access to every shelf and
corner in his dark room, so there have been no secrets
from my sharp eyes and busy fingers, which has enabled
me to speak so positively as to the truth of the results thus
produced under my own inspection. He told me the
other day of a fresh test that had been applied to bis work,
and I afterwards heard from some one else the name of
the gentleman. The negative had been duly sensitised
and placed in the slide, when the intending sitter asked
Mr. Hudson if he had any objection to his making that
a test experiment. “Not the slightest,” was of course
the reply. “Then oblige me by developing that plate.”
This was immediately done, and the result was a simple film
without form or mark on it of any description. The same
gentleman tried every other test he could think of, not
for his own satisfaction, for he already had sufficient
proofs of Mr. Hudson’s honesty in the work, but that he
might be able to say to others that he had tested the
manifestation in every possible way.
On the 22nd of August, a lady friend met me there,
who was desirous of obtaining a special portrait. She,
therefore, brought with her a knitted hood, that had been
her friend’s work, and I hung it on the back of the chair
that I placed by her side.
Mr. Hudson had been very fully occupied all the
morning, and was consequently much fatigued, so that he
feared there would not be any manifestation, but we were
much pleased, as the negative developed, to see a spirit
form seated opposite her, not on the chair placed by her
side, but on an invisible seat. It was not the friend for
whom she had wished, but the features, which are of a
masculine type, are handsome and well defined ; the
mouth and lower part of the face are hidden by the
woollen hood, but although that is opaqzte to the spirit,
the rest of the chair-back is transparent, tor the drapery
about his head is seen through it. It is evident that the
spirits only see those material objects which are in rapport
with themselves, either as belonging to a friend or
through the influence of a medium, and although this
fact may have been acknowledged by us before,
it is now proved by photography.
In February,
1870, at one of my own Friday afternoon sittings
with Mrs. Tebb, the spirit of Sir Peter Lely
was conversing with me through her, and I asked
him whether he could do direct drawing, but he
exclaimed—“Direct drawing!—it is very strange—I
never heard of it in my time—I wonder how the spirits
can see the paper and pencils.” I pointed to where I
had placed them under the table, and requested him to
try, with my help, to see them. He thanked me, and
said, “Now I see the pencils—but it is harder to see
what you call white—I shall see it presently.” Fie did
afterwards succeed in seeing both, and in our weekly
meetings gradually developed some .portion of direct
power, to be, as we then understood, brought into full
use at some future time. On another similar occasion, in
the December of the same year, Mrs. Tebb had a vision
of the taking of spirit photographs, in which Sir Peter
Lely superintended the manipulator, and I believe that
the two spirits whom she then saw must have been the
operators in the negative taken of my double by direct
power, that I alluded to in my July letter.
I spent the evening of August 25th at Mrs. Tebb’s, and
after I had mesmerised Mr. Tebb, who was just recover
ing from a severe illness, we were seated quite quietly,
and I observed that she seemed to be seeing something,
so I enquired what it was, and she said, “They were
shewing me that the first appearance of the spirit is in the
form of an egg.” We were then again silent, and she
passed into deep trance, and presently said, “It is
suggested that to the bath already prepared for use shall
be added—as an experiment only—the half of the shell of
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the last egg laid by the Dove ;* this may be added seven
minutes before the time when the bath is likely to be
needed. It may be divided into three portions, and after
the bath has been used, they should be removed, and
kept from the light until they are again needed : they
must be divided from the point, so that a portion of the
end of the egg may be retained in each piece. It will be
well for the mediums connected with this photographic
work, to partake rather freely of eggs as an article of
food, and previous to the photographic seances, the chief
operator should bind a fold of linen about this part of the
head (placing her hands across the forehead) to the back,
which has been dipped in water in which eggs have
previously been boiled.” I asked if it should be put on
wet. “ Wet and cool, but not cold, there should be no
salt, or other substance in the water, and it should not
have been used more than seven hours previously, for the
first operation. It will be well also to use the water
rather freely for the hands during the processes of manipu
lation connected with the photographic work.
It will be well for all those who can be interested in the
success of the experimental work now going on, to unite
in prayer at a given time, for the successful issue of the work
which should be in progress at that time ; needed help
may thus be brought to those engaged in this work, and
distance need be no impediment to useful service on the
part of those interested. Yes—this was an answer to
your thought.” “ I was thinking whether that ought to
be about half-past one on Thursday.” “It is right.
(May I ask those who will be willing to comply with this
suggestion, to make a change in the time, for the change
of light at this season of the year will necessitate earlier
operations, so that my Thursday appointment with Mr.
Hudson will for the future be at half-past eleven).
“ This is sufficient for the time, but information of a
more interior nature, consequently more spiritual, will be
given as the work progresses. The direction already
given in respect to placing the sitter is of great importance,
greater even than was conceived by the intelligence con
cerned in the communication. It is the A of this work,
and is of the very greatest importance. It is the key m
fact to successful spirit photography ; this condition must
be observed under all circumstances.”
I copied out and sent to Mr. Hudson, the advice given
for his benefit, but when I went there on the 29th of
August, he was engaged for some time with four sitters,
and afterwards had to dine, so that it was very late, and
the light had become hazy before we began our experi
ments, he having the handkerchief wetted with egg-water
bound round his brows. I had enclosed the Dove’s egg
shell in a fold of net, with a long piece of white sewing
silk attached, so as to be able to drop it into the bath and
take it out. On the first two plates there was nothing
but myself, with the light so bad that there was no detail
on the lower part of t(he plates, so I suggested withdraw
ing the blind from the window facing me, which is always
kept closed, as giving a kind of double light, but in this
emergency it was best to do so, although I expected it
would produce a great glare on my face. The picture is
a wonderful one) although somewhat of a photographic
failure. Far from being overlighted, my face is as dark
as if it were night ; on the upper part of the picture on
the left is what may be described as an egg-shaped cloud,
slightly compressed towards the centre, so as to produce
something not unlike a figure of eight, and from that
centre pour down three dark rays just over my neau,
which I am told were orange coloured, as a symbol of
power bestowed. Behind me is a very faintly defined
spirit form, but the most extriaO..rrlinnrv
—7r.ircumstance
......
.. of aH
is that just below the point of my right shoulder is placed
an ornament, as if attached by a band round my arm.

* The Dove here alluded to, was brought to me by the
spirits on Whit-Sunday seance of 1868, and I gave the
account of it in the Christian Spiritualist for March?
1871.
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There is an inner circle of white, with a dark centre spot,
ancl I am tolcl that that is a large opal, within which is set
a rubY> and the outer circle is formed of different colored
gems radiating from the opal. The full meaning of this
jexvel will be given at some future time, but I am told that
although invisible to mortal eyes, it is always clasped round
my arm as the badge of my calling.
A gentleman met me there on the 5 th of September,
had several negatives taken, on only one of which
Was an indistinctly visible spirit, but on two others were
Manifestations of a different class, which I consider quite
as interesting. For the first of these, I was impressed to
Mesmerise the vacant space by his side, and also himself
slightly. On that plate a light passes perpendicularly
Mom top to bottom, and there is another in a horizontal
direction, just below his knees, forming a kind of cross.
'“M the other were four horizontal ascending rays of light
across his legs, like the steps of a ladder ; they are not
Quite straight, being rather broader (and whiter) at the
Middle than at the ends.
He requested that when I had received the proofs, I
Would let him know if any impression should come to me,
and about the one which I designate his No. 2, I had to
Wnte : “ The broad lower light represents the light
Which is now all about your path, through which indeed
you are now walking even while upon earth, and the
"ght that proceeds directly down upon yourself, signifies
Mt it has been given as a healing blessing from above,
yf course it is needless for me to add that that blessing
ls the knowledge of the truth of spirit communion. I am
also to call your attention to the fact that the pillar
of light is in front of you, and that thus, like the
Sraelites of old, the light of the Lord is to be your
2mde, even in the brightened pathway you have to tread.”
All those who have been to Mr. Hudson’s studio know
,°w seriously his back-ground screen was damaged by
e violent physical manifestations which, in the com
mencement of the work, took place in. the presence of
some of his sitters. He did his best to repair the
Mctures, but ugly places were left, which injured the
aPpearance of the photographs, and needed a good deal of
Mmedying on the points. Indeed they gave rise to some of
* .Ie aspersions against Mr. Hudson, for as the same characei of damage could be found in two or more places, the
Outsiders thought they were repetitions of the same flaw,
Mstead of different ones, therefore they used their pens
.? attack him when their eyes might have suggested to
ein that the gift of a new screen would be a suitable
expiation for the mistake into which they had fallen.
he new back-ground has, however, been furnished to
j/111’ a.nd on Thursday last, September 12th, he had got
. Up in readiness for my sitting to be the first with it.
e thought it was probably much too light, but that it
°Ukl be better .to have it so for the trial, and then to
j av? ’*■ darkened if desirable, in which he was wise, for
these earlier stages of spirit photography, much of the
a- .must
experimental, so as to ascertain what
°nditi°ns are really the best : the screen is to be two
shades darker.
We neither of us expected any manifestation on the first
saw’
as ^le developer was poured upon it, we both
it "’."’hat appeared like a tall spirit figure flash out upon
’ . l’t as the process went on, all sight of it vanished
th IIC| an(i ’f "_e had not both seen it, we should have
ught the other had been misled by imagination.
Wa Cn 'Ve to°k *t out into the light, a very faint outline
Utm !>ercePt'ble, so he re-develcped and intensified to the
t02}?sJ’ ’baking the negative very dense, and what we
Per 1 a a sP’r’t form looks to me like a garment susimn C uPon some kind of head-dress. I had again
v “tersed the Dove’s egg-shell in the bath, and I have
con"1
to wr‘te at the back of the photograph, “The
”la”Testation with the new back-ground.”
a ’ad tire pleasure of being present yesterday evening at
nversazione held at Mr. Dornbusch’s house, in commoiation of the second anniversary of the Dalston
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Association of Enquirers into Spiritualism, which I enjoyed
very much, and am glad to find that they are doing so
much to help others to a knowledge of that which vivifies
their own lives. Their members have increased very
much in number since the establishment of this society,
although many of the earlier ones have dropped off, and
one can well understand how such should be the case,
as the home stances take the place of outside seeking, while
the association still works on like a nursing mother to
those who have not yet attained conviction.
I heard two anecdotes which bear on the su’oj ect of my
letter. Mr. Burns mentioned that a father and mother
had come to him in joy and gladness, bringing with them
a photograph taken by Mr. Hudson of their daughter in
the spirit world. Another gentleman told me of some
friends of his who had gone from Victoiia Park to Mr.
Hudson’s, and during their absence a spirit communication
had been given at home, stating who was the spirit who
was then being photographed, so that they were greeted
with the intelligence upon their return and the message
was correct in every particular.
Believe me, dear sir, yours sincerely
GEORGIANA HOUGHTON.
20, Delamere Cresent, W., September 17th, 1872.

OUTLINES OF SERMONS.
No. 22.

‘ ‘ And forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors.
For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your Heavenly
Father will also forgive you : but if ye forgive not men
their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your
trespasses.” 6 Matthew, 12, 14, 15 v.
1. It would be difficult to find a more searchirg prayer
than this, in the entire range of Scripture. It is a prayer
to a Father, for forgiveness of voluntary wrong doing ;
and the blessing is to be asked on certain grounds.
2. Moral transgressions are here likened to “debts.”
Now, strictly speaking, debts are not necessarily criminal;
while they ordinarily involve the mutual consent of debtor
and creditor ; and are, as a rule, limited in their influence,
and capable of being transferred and made the respon
sibilities of others. T hey may also be cancelled by actual
forgiveness.
3. The prayer of the text is the prayer of a moral being,
conscious of sin, and seeking forgiveness ; which must not
be confounded with moral confusion, or moral indifference,
or the remission of all'suffering consequent upon the trans
gression of God’s law, or entire re-instatement in the
position we may have occupied before the transgression.
4. What is sin ? Viewed in its spiritual results, it is
alienation from a Personal God, Who is holy and benevo
lent, but Who is at the same time the Father of the
sinner. Hence sin must produce a certain attitude of
mind in God towards us, and in us towards Him. Forgive
ness is reconciliation—on tile part of God to man, and of
man to God—preceded and accompanied on the part of
man by man’s repentance, and by the sinner’s willingness
to deal with those who have offended against him even as
he desires that God may deal with him.
5. The Christian doctrine of forgiveness pre-supposes
in us a real willingness to forgive others, which may be
stimulated by the thought of our own need of that blessing.
If any man have wronged us, we should never needlessly
talk about the wrong; we should always ask about our
own share in the offender’s evil; we should try, most
scrupulously, not to dwell upon the wrong, when the
doing so can merely give us an unhealthy pleasure ; we
should also resolutely put down all pride which might
hinder reconciliation ; we should think well of the
offender, as far as we can possibly do so without violating
truth and right; and, if we forgive, we must do so from
the heart, and not with the lip only.
6. God’s forgiveness of us, and our forgiveness of one
another, are equally needful for our own peace and
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strength. There is a side of our nature which seeks, and
rightly so, for punishment; but punishment and forgive
ness are not necessarily antagonistic. “ Behold the good
ness and severity of God.”
FREDERIC ROWLAND YOUNG.
(Preached at Swindon).
■----------- ♦---------- -

THE GLEANER/
The conclusion of “ Gates of Pearl” must be held over
to our next issue.
_
Miss Lottie Fowler proposes returning to America
sometime during the month of October.
Mr. Enmore Jones has contributed an article to the
Spiritualist on manifestations through Miss Katie Fox’s
mediumship, and promises more for the next number.
The Spiritual Magazine contains two articles by Mr.
Howitt, one of which, “ .On some seances with Mr.
Home some years ago,” we hope to reproduce in our next
number.
Dr. Stowell, of Church St., Brighton, speaks in the
highest terms of Mr. Wallace’s seances. He advises all
who desire to know the truth to secure Mr. Wallace’s
“manly, intelligent, and reasonable services.”
The subject of Spiritualism was not brought up
publicly at the recent meeting of the British Association
at Brighton, but a tract objecting to Spiritualism on
theological grounds, published by E. W. Cole, Edgcumbe
Street, Stonehouse, was widely distributed among the
members. The author is Mr. Henry Innes.
The Paris correspondent of the Echo, of August 28, is
responsible for publishing a statement given him by M.
de Lavedan, the Prefect of the Department of the Vienne,
who says that M. Thiers had informed him that he is a
Spiritualist, and that he is occupied with a work the
object of which is to confound materialism in the name of
science and good sense.
We are now prepared to say that we are willing to give
week day lectures on Spiritualism, not only in the West
of England (as announced last month) but also in London,
or indeed any other place short of Land’s End or John
O’Groat’s house. Subjects and terms, on application to
the Editor of the Christian Spiritualist.
The Medium for Sept. 6 is a double number, as it
contains a full account of the meetings of the National
Jubilee Conference of Progressive Spiritualists, held at
Darlington, on July 30 and 31. We ourselves should
certainly have been present but for the fact that the Anni
versary Services of our Church took place at the end of
the same week.
Mr. Gerald Massey has issued his prospectus of
lectures and readings for the ensuing season. He also
announces a supplementary course of four lectures, on
subjects connected with Spiritualism. The Medium says
it is more than probable that Mr. Massey will deliver
another course of lectures in London during the winter, as
a farewell previous to his departure to America. Mr.
Burns will forward a copy of Mr. Massey’s prospectus,
with terms, on application.
After the 15th of October the Spiritualist will be
published fortnightly, namely, on the 1st and 15th of
every month, instead of once a month as at present.
Subscriptions to partially meet the expenses.of the more
frequent publication of the .Spiritualist are announced to
the extent of nearly /70, and N. F. Daw, Esq., 2,
Portman Chambers, Portman Square, is the treasurer of
the fund. We heartily wish it success.
Mr. J. PI. Powell, author of “An Invalid's Casket,"
and well known as one of the earliest workers in the
cause of Spiritualism, has passed away, after an
extremely painful illness, and which has left his family
unprovided for. The address of the widow, who, it will
be remembered, is a healing medium, is 179, Copenhagen
Street, Caledonian Road, London ; and we sincerely
hope that she may obtain whatever assistance can be
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rendered to her, and especially that her husband’s little
volume of poems may find a speedy and exhaustive sale.
Our constant study of Spiritualist periodicals serves to
make us feel, more and more, the desirability, yea, the
actual duty of all reporters of Spiritualistic phenomena
making their reports to contain the names and addresses
of the persons named therein, the names of places, and
the dates, to aid the public in the natural desire to verify
what is stated. In the Medium for August 23, page 32?’
there is a letter, signed C, giving an account of a public
seance, on Thursday evening, Aug. 8, at 61, Lambs
Conduit St., when the writer took with him “ two very
great sceptics, a highly intelligent literary gentleman and
his wife.” Ought not the public to know who those
persons were, that they might be appealed to for their
evidence ?
The controversy respecting Spirit Photographs has not
abated. The current number of the Spiritual Magazine
and the Spiritualist for September 15, are in decided
opposition to each other on this subject ; and for what
they say we refer our readers to their respective pages.
Of course, if there are any so called Spirit Photographs
which are demonstrably spurious, those who vend them
should be exposed, and, if possible, prosecuted ; but the
principal question, as it seems to us, is really confined to
one, namely, has a Spirit Photograph been really pro"
duced ? If it has, the fact and all the circumstances of
the fact should be made known, far and wide, and the
information given in such a form as to enable the general
public, and especially sceptics, to realize s« momentous a
fact.
Received, with thanks : The Rochdale Observer, for
August 24. The Spalding Free Press, for August 27*
The Surrey Comet, for August 24 and 31. The Liberal
Christian, and the Christian Leader, weekly. The
Birmingham Pulpit, weekly. The Band of Faith
Messenger, for August. The Cape Monthly Magazine^
for July (Cape Town, J. C. Juta). God's voice in the
Flood, in the Potato Disease, &>c., &C. (Manchester, Job11
Heywood). Thoughts for the Times, by Rev. H.
Haweis, M.A. ; price, seven shillings and sixpence*
London : H. S. King, and Co. The Laodicean Spirit
Rebuked, a sermon by J. O. Squier. Dover : J.
Friend, “ Express” Office. The Place of Mind in Nature
and Intuition in Man, by James Martineau. Price : one
shilling. London : Williams and Norgate, 14, Henrietta
Street, W.C. Science and Faith, a sermon by George
Beaumont. Price, one shilling. London : Williams
and Norgate. Jesus Christ and Modern Social Life. By
John Clifford, M.A., L.L.B. Price, threepence.
London : Marlborough, and Co., Ave Maria Lane, E.U.
----------- #------------

Unwise Blame.—It is with men as with trees : if y°u
lop off their finest branches, into which they were pouring
their young life-juice, the wounds will be healed over
with some rough boss, some odd excrescence ; and what
might have been a grand tree, expanding into liberal shade,
is but a whimsical, misshapen trunk.—George Eliot.

Holloway’s Ointment and Pills.—Urgent neces
sity.—'These preparations afford the best and cheapest
means of removing all ordinary surgical and medical
maladies, in this country and the colonies. In the latter,
the Ointment and Pilis are invaluable, for none but the
careless would be without an antidote to the accidental
injuries and the many ailments to which the settler must be
more or less exposed when at a distance from all profes
sional help. Sprains, cuts, burns, skin diseases, ulcers,
abscesses, and varicose veins are readily cured by
Holloway’s Ointment.—The Pills too furnish a perfec
pharmacopoeia for subduing all internal derangements o
the viscera from simple irritation of the stomach to
confirmed liver disease or The more disastrous dysentery*
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i. When correspondents send Articles relating
to sittings, enhancements, or Spiritual phenomena
of any kind, they must, in the communication,
give dates, names of places, names of persons,
and residences, in full, andfor publication. Un
less they do so, their communications will not
be inserted. It is due to the public, who, from
whatever cause or causes, are more or less scep
tical about Spiritualism, that they should be fur
nished with details which they can trace and
verify ; and if Spiritualists are not willing to sub
mit their statements to that ordeal, they will
please not to send them to the Christian
Spiritualist.

Price 6d., or in Cloth gd., Post Free.

2. The names and addresses of contributors
must be sent to the Editor,for publication. The
rule by which anonymous contributions will be ex
cluded will be absolutely obeyed ; indeed all
communications, of whatever kind, which are of
an anonymous nature, will be at once consigned
to the waste-paper basket.
3- The Editor will not undertake to return any
rejected MSS., or to answer letters unless the
return postage be enclosed.
4- A copy of the Christian Spiritualist
be
sent by the Editor to any address in Great
Britain and Ireland, for 12 months, on pre-pay
ment of 2s. 6d. in stamps. Where any difficulty
ls experienced in obtaining it, it is hoped that
the Editor, Rose Cottage, Swindon, will be
Written to at once.
. 5- Contributors will please to write as briefly as
ls consistent with explicitness, write on one side
°* the paper only, and number each page con
secutively.

<>• Books, pamphlets, tracts, &c., sent for Relew will be noticed, or returned to the Publisher.
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JTEAVEN OPENED; Part 2, being further
3..JL descriptions of and advanced teachings from the
Spirit Land, through the Mediumship oft1'. J. T., withan
appendix containing Scripture Proofs of Spiritualism.—J,
Burns, 15, Southampton Row, W.C. ; E. W. Allen,
11, Ave Maria Lane, E.C. ; Also Part I., price 6d.,
cloth, 9d.

BS. JAMES DODDS, Certificated. Ladies’
Nurse, 15, Dagmar Terrace, Hamilton Road,
Lower Norwood, London. References as to character,
&c.,. may be made to the Editor of the Christian
Spiritualist, who will gladly speak for Mrs. Dodds.

M

R. J. R. NEWTON, Practical Physician
for Chronic Diseases, No. 35, Harrison Avenue
(one door north of Beach Street), Boston, Mass. Dr. J.
R. Newton is successful in curing Asthma, effects of
Sunstroke, Softening of the Brain, Jaundice, Neuralgia,
Heart Disease, Nervous Debility, Diabetes, Liver Com
plaint, Dyspepsia, Weak Eyes, Falling of the Womb and
all kinds of Sexual Weakness, Weak Spines, Ulcers, Loss
of Voice, Rheumatism, Bronchitis, Hemorrhoids, Felons,
and all kinds of Lameness and Weakness of Limbs.

D

Naw Ready.
A NEW VOLUME OF POEMS,

d

A N INVALID’S CASKET,” prico Two

XJL- Shillings and Sixpence, by J. II. POWELL
(Author of “ Life Incidents and Poetic Pictures,” &c.),
Contents :—Life Pictures, a Poem in three cantos ; The
Two Poets ; The Martyr Patriot; Life’s Pilgrim ; The
Sceptic ; The Monitor ; The Work of Change ; Niagara ;
Five Faces; Invocations—I, II, III, IV; Pictures of
Home ; A Plea for Woman ; Life’s Logic ; An American
Scene in August, The Light of Love ; A Hymn ; The
Answering Voice; The Bigot’s Blow; The Lady of
Fashion ; Religion—I, II ; A New Year’s Ode ; Farewell
Old Year; Pilgrimage; Let us be Men; In Memoriam ;
Epitaph ; Giants and Dwarfs ; Waiting; Spirit Power ;
Angels ; Life ; Dead by Lightning ; Fading Light;
During Sickness; Honey and Gall; Valediction to
England ; Dawning Eras ; Behind the Veil; The Sceptre.

7- Readers who may know of persons who
Would be likely to be interested in the circulation
this periodical, would very much oblige the
Editor by sending him lists of names and ad
dresses, when the parties indicated will be com
municated with.
8- The Editor will be glad to receive newspaper
cuttings, extracts from books and periodicals,
and any useful matter bearing upon the general
subject of Spiritualism. Friends sending such
^formation will be pleased to append names
and dates, as the case may be.

“ AN INVALID’S CASKET ” is the result of nearly
seven years’ poetic musings, the majority being composed
in America.

.9- In the event of any article in the pages of
his Periodical having no name and address
aPpended to it, it is to be understood that the
Editor is responsible for its contents as well as its
aPpearance.

Intending Subscribers will confer a favor by forwarding
their Names, Addresses, and Subscriptions at once to Mrs.
J. Id. Powell, 179, Copenhagen Street, Caledonian
Road, London, N.
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IN
“ AMYN.

JL TERION” APPLIANCES : — Belts, Lung
Invigorators, Chest and Throat Protectors, Spine Bands,
Friction Gloves, Wristlets, Necklets, Knee Caps, Corsets,
&c., &c., for the cure of Nervous Diseases.
They are extremely light; they give no shocks ; require
no acids ; need not be worn next to the body, and retain
their power for years. As Appliances they are most
comfortable in wearing ; nobody suffering pain should be
without one. Their powerful magnets are covered with
an elastic material, and arranged scientifically within the
appliance which pour a continuous current of the Odic
and Therapeutic Force into the system, so valuable in
Rheumatism, Lumbago, Sciatica, &c. The following,
with a list of prices, shows the diseases they are effective
in curing:—
PATENT MAGNETIC “AMYNTERION”
APPLIANCES.
Magnetic Amynterion Belts.—These Appliances
are serviceable in Intestinal Disorders, Nervous and
General Debility, Lumbago, Constipation, Liver and
Kidney Affections, Colic and Spasmodic tendency,
Dropsy, Female Irregularities, &c., &c.—Price, from 20s.
to 45s., according to measurement.
Chest Protectors and Lung Invigorators.—
Specially applicable for Bronchitis, Loss of Voice, and
other affections of the Throat and Lungs, Weakness
and Palpitation of the Heart, Consumptive Habit,
Pains in the Chest, Asthma, &c., &c.—Price, Children’s,
6s. 6d., 7s. 6d. each ; Adults, 10s. 6d., 12s. 6d., 15s.
Throat Protectors.—Designed for Throat and
Bronchial affections, as Mumps, Bronchitis, Cramp,
Enlarged Tonsils, Bronchocele, Goitre, &c.—Price,
Children’s, 6s. 6d., 7s. 6d. ; Adult, 10s. 6d., 12s. 6d.
Spine Bands.—To be applied down the Spinal
Column, the great centre of nerve power. Invaluable in
cases of Spinal Curvature, Weakness, or Irritation,
Neuralgia or Rheumatic Affections, General or Partial
Paralysis, Hysteria or Epileptic tendency, &c.—Children’s,
6s. 6d., 7s. 6d. ; Adult, 12s. 6d., 15s., 18s., 25s.
Anklets.—For Rheumatism or Stiffness of Joints,
&c., 7s. each.
Wristlets.—For Rheumatic Pains and Weak Wrists,
also for general use by Pianists, Cricketers, Rowers,
Writers, and others.—4s. each.
Knee Caps.—For Rheumatism, White Swelling,
Stiffness of Joints, &c.—7s- 6d., 10s. 6d. each.
Friction Gloves.—These Appliances are indispensa
ble to all who would retain a vigorous circulation. No
bath-room should be without a pair. Gentle downward
friction applied for ten or fifteen minutes will generally
remove local pains. A Glove may also be used as an
ordinary Pad, by turning it inside out, and placing theflannel side on the part affecttpcj.—8s., 10s. 6d. pair.
Testimonial from Dr. SWETE.
71, Gaisford Street, London, W.
DEAR Sir,—I have much pleasure in recommending
to the Medical Profession and the public, the Magnetic
“Amynterion” as a most important curative power,
especially in nervous complaints, and only requires a fair
trial to prove its power over the nervous system.
BENJAMIN SWETE, M.R.C.S.
Mr. Hy. G. Whiting, Magneto-Electric Machine Depot,
224, Kentish Town Road.
P.O.O. made payable to Henry G. Whiting, Whole
sale and Export Magneto Electric Machine Warehouse,
224, Kentish Town Road, London; Cheques Cross,
“ The National Bank.”
AGENTS WANTED.
Trade supplied. Country and Shipping Orders executed'
without delay.
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Tale by Horace Field, B.A., Author of “A
Home for the Homeless, ” “Heroism,” “Jesus Christ th®
Saviour of the World,” &c.
London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.
Opinions of the Press:—
“ It is difficult to speak too highly of this novel. Tne
characters are powerfully drawn, and altogether different
to the ordinary 'creations of romance. They are quite
natural, and go through the work of everyday life as men
and women, and not as heroes and heroines of fiction.
The incidents are of a common character, but are made
as attractive as the most sensational episodes by the
vigorous way in which they are related. * * * The work
is, therefore, of a deeply religious character ; but in its
method of treatment, and the healthy thoughts that adorn
every page, it is quite distinct, as we have before
intimated, from the ordinary religious novel. * * 'I he
language is chaste, the construction of the plot excellent,
and the purpose worthy of all praise. Such a novel
should make its author’s name a household word, for it
is quite unconventional and admirably written.—PubM
Opinion.
“ A really graphic tale of domestic life, originally and
pleasantly written in a religious spirit. The author has,
no doubt, some peculiar opinions; but his singular
humour, his evident honesty, and unhackneyed style,
make the book alike remarkable and fascinating,”—John
Bull.
A more extraordinary book it has rarely been our lot
to encounter * * * bad men, mad men, lovely
sinners and lovely saints—this jumble of extraordinary
purposes and personages seethe, and hum and bubble
before the reader’s eye like the witch’s cauldron, with Mr.
Horace Field perpetually stirring the broth.
thoughtful reader could bestow his time and attention on
this book without ample recognition of Mr. Field s
fidelity to life, and the subtle undercurrent of dry humour
with which he depicts the scenes he has chosen.—Daily
News.
“The reader of this novel, besides the interest springing
from the bustling incidents, -the terse and lively dialogue,
and the diversified character of a clever fiction, will find
a strong moral purpose and certain religious lessons per
vading the whole. We warmly recommend it to oui
readers. ”—Dundee Advertiser.
“His (the hero’s) ardent mind is presently absorbed
in mystic visions of spiritual perfectibility, aided by the
congenial sympathy of Grace Thornton, an invalid girl
long unable to leave her couch, yet inspired by her
enthusiastic piety with thoughts and sentiments of great
originality and persuasive force.”—Illustrated London
News.
“The book is full, of a very delicate spirituality.
Church Opinion.
“ This is rather a clever work of fiction in more senses
than one.”—The Church Herald.
“Nor, indeed, can it be said that any where in the
volume there is a lack of sensation, for the spiriting away
of Handyside to a lunatic asylum with false certificates,
the tragic death of Truman, and two or three other such
incidents disclose the secret that the author knows pretty
well he cannot keep up the book’s interest upon
‘ Spiritual courtship ’ alone. But, after all, this latter,
or nothing, is the be-all-and-end-all of ‘ Glitter an
Gold.’ ”—The Illustrated Review.

Pr'nte.1 for the Proprietor (Frederic Rowland Young,
at the North Wilts Steam Printing Works, Swindon,,
and published by Frederick Arno: d, “Hornets
Nest,” 86, Fleet Street, London.—Oct- ber, 1872,

